Like clockwork when a new release is announced, bowlers will ask for another version
of that same ball. If it’s a Solid- “When will there be a Pearl?” When there’s a Solid and a
Pearl- “Where’s the Hybrid?” The upcoming releases will help fill out some of the lines as
well as introducing the first ball in the new C300 Pro-Command line.
Brunswick Knock Out (WWRD 01/14/2021)

Brunswick Melee fans can now rejoice with the announcement of the Brunswick Knock Out.
The popular Melee core (surrounded with Dynamicore) has an RG of 2.487 and Diff of .050 at
15lbs. Now changing coverstock to the Savvy Hook 3.0 Solid will make the Knock Out great a
benchmark ball for all styles on medium volume conditions. With its solid black color and big
symmetrical motion, the Knock Out will be welcomed by bowlers of all skill levels. The box
finish is 500, 1000, 2000 Siaair Micro Pad and can be adjusted if needed to help you match
up to your bowling environment. Add the Knock Out with your current upper-mid pearl or pair
this ball up with the Brunswick Melee Jab Blood Red for a great 1-2 punch.

www.BrunswickBowling.com

#BowlWithBrunswick

Columbia300 Command (WWRD 01/14/2021)

Columbia300 has added a new series named the Pro-Command Line. The C300 Command is
the first in that line. If you’re looking for a strong asymmetrical pearl to handle medium to heavy
volumes, your search is over. The cover and core are all-new and produces more motion from
any previous shiny pearl from Columbia300. The Movement core is the first core completely
designed by Bryon Buckosh, R&D Core Design Engineer at Brunswick Bowling. Its numbers at
15lbs are an RG of 2.513,Diff. .053 and Asym. Diff. of .021. The 12 & 13lbers have a higher
RG with the Diff at .041 and Asym. Diff of .014. The new coverstock is called A.R.S. (Angular
Reaction System) which is designed to create a Skid/Flip motion. The colors are
Smoke/Yellow/Silver that’s finished at 500 Siaair with Crown Factory Compound on top.
The Command is built with Dynamicore and D.O.T., so you can use your favorite layout
without having to worry about drilling too close to the Low RG (the Pin).

www.Columbia300.com

#BowlsTheWorldOver

Ebonite Aero Dynamix (WWRD 01/14/2021)

The Ebonite Aero is a big solid in the Ebonite’s Pro line for heavier volumes. It’s time to
introduce a big flip motion to compliment it. Bowlers will get that in the new Ebonite Aero
Dynamix. The cool looking colors of Sky/White/Navy will stand out going down the lanes. The
engine on this beauty at 15lbs is an RG @ 2.504, Diff. @ .050 and Asym Diff. @ .015. The
12 & 13lbers will have a slightly higher RG, with the Diff. and Asym. Diff. at .041 and .014
respectively. The box finish is 500, 1000, 1500 Siaair Micro Pad with Crown Factory
Compound. This combo will give bowlers a strong midlane and backend reaction for medium
to heavy volumes. All weights have Dynamicore and D.O.T. so you can drill near or into the
Low RG marking and not void the warranty.

www.Ebonite.com

#BowlToWin

Radical Bonus Pearl (WWRD 01/14/2021)

A shiny, black pearl beauty! Radical Bowling brings you the Bonu$ Pearl. While the original
Bonu$ has been added to a lot of bowler’s bags as a benchmark ball, the need for a more
length and quicker response to friction was asked for and has been delivered. Using the same
core as in the Bonu$ and built with the Forged Pearl (Radical Katana) coverstock, this will be
a great option for medium-light volumes. The symmetrical core numbers are 2.487 RG and a
Diff. at .030 for 15lbs. In the lighter weights, the core has been adjusted with a higher RG and
higher Diff. to get the intended motion. All weights have Dynamicore added for durability.
Seated in the Reliable line; this is a great ball at its price point. Bowlers looking for a new 2
ball set up can’t go wrong with the Bonu$ and Bonu$ Pearl. The shiny box finish is at 500,
1000, 1500 Siaair with Crown Factory Compound.

www.RadicalBowling.com

#WowThatsRadical

Radical Results Plus (WWRD 01/14/2021)

Radical Bowling introduced the Results core as one that could be drilled without the need of
any core-reshaping holes. The original Results were a giant hit a Brunswick Demos early in
the year with it release date of 3/5/2020. On 10/15/2020 the Results Solid was introduced for
the heaviest volumes of conditioner. Now they are bringing bowlers the new Radical Results
Plus. It’s built with the same great core but with a modified TP1 (Textured Pearl1) coverstock.
The coverstock is a new formula with a stronger base resin to enhance the backend motion.
This produces a ball motion that is even more defined down lane than the Results but not as
early as the Solid version. The colors are Emerald Green and Midnight Blue. The Results
core numbers at 15lbs. are RG 2.517, Diff. .044 and Asym Diff. at a high .027! The box
surface is 500, 1000 Siaair Micro Pad with Crown Factory Compound on top. Radical Top
Line equipment only come in weights of 14-16lbs. Plus, Dynamicore is included for increased
durability and improving the ball’s coefficient of restitution Check out the drilling info from
Radical because they do it like no other company.

www.RadicalBowling.com

#WowThatsRadical

Track Proof Hybrid (WWRD 01/14/2021)

Another ball that was a bit lost due to the temporary center closures was the Track Proof. It
gave bowlers amazing performance at the Upper Mid price point. It’s still available and that’s a
great thing! The Proof Pearl was introduced on 9/3/2020 to bowlers with slightly slower speeds
or bowl on medium to medium heavy volumes. The Proof Hybrid brings the best of both
worlds and may become the new favorite among Track Bowling enthusiasts. The core is the
same coming in at the RG 2.519, Diff. .052 and Asym. Diff. .020 for the 15lb weight. In the
lighter weights the core is adjusted to give bowlers who use these weights the same
performance as the heavier weight. All balls also come with Dynamicore, too.The Prime
Response Hybrid coverstock is finished at 500, 300 Siaair Micro Pad and the color combo is
Red and Black.

www.TrackBowling.com

#EvolutionaryRevolutionary

Please visit each brand’s website for more information where you can sign up for first to
know emails. You can also like them on Facebook and follow them on Twitter. I’d also like to
ask you and your friends to like the Brands of Brunswick Demo Program-West Region and
Bowling Buckosh pages on Facebook to get the newest information. As always, you can
contact me with any questions at www.info@filltheframes.com or (310) 784-1901.
Thanks for your time and Happy Holidays!

